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Buenos Aires 10 TH of August 2013 

Attention: 

FOSFA International 

Dear Sirs:  

      The Members of CADECRA (Chamber of Inspection of the Argentine Republic) are pleased to inform that 

the companies mentioned in this letter are duly and properly registered. 

    Their members have undertaken obligations in order to comply with national and international standards 

a well as quality standards, personnel, safety and environmental responsibility. 

     We are available to the trade, governmental authorities, banks and chambers to provide any information 

related to the activities of its members. 

      The list of companies associated within the chamber is 

Registro SENASA RAZON SOCIAL 

022 ALEX STEWART  (ASSAYERS) ARGENTINA S.A. 

035 CAMIN CARGO CONTROL ARGENTINA S.A. 

048 COMETEC ARGENTINA S.A. 

005 CONTROL INTERNACIONAL  S.A. 

031 COTECNA INSPECCION ARGENTINA S.A. 

012 HL CONTROL SERVICES S.A. 

011 INSPECTORATE ARGENTINA S.R.L. 

013 INTERTEK TESTING SERVICES (ARGENTINA) S.A. 

002 PETERSON CONTROL UNION S.A. 

020 SCHUTTER ARGENTINA S.A. 

003 SGS ARGENTINA S.A. 

034 TRUST CONTROL INTERNATIONAL S.A. 

008 WINTER SERVICES S.A. 

005 CONTROL INTERNATIONAL S.A. 
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 As stated above all the members are properly registered in SENASA so as to exercise  

 Quality inspections and duly constituted according to Argentine law nbr 20744. 

 They are properly constituted according to law number 19550. 

 Each company complies with rules and procedures according to the ISO 9001-2008, and are 

registered in GAFTA and FOSFA following their standards. 

 Staff used in dependency ratio to perform control tasks in different locations 

 Their staff counts with mandatory life insurance decree number 1567/74. 

 Their staff presents monthly proof of payment of contributions related to social security articles 

20744 (to) article 80 (F.931 AFIP). 

 Comply with the collective labor agreement 407/2005. 

 Have their personnel registered in Prefecture (Coast Guard Authority) 

     

 CADECRA suggest and promotes to use companies which are legally registered in the Argentina Republic 

that comply with all the above mentioned points in order to do the inspections in accordance to the local law 

and regulations. The Chamber is in permanent contact with local authorities, Export Chamber, port 

authorities, terminals and workers unions, monitoring all steps in order to avoid misunderstandings.  

In case any foreign inspection company would like to undertake inspection activities in Argentina and are not 

complying with above requirements nor are duly registered in accordance to the local law and regulations, 

they may contact any associated member of the Chambers in order to sub/contract their services, or 

otherwise proceed with proper registration as all the members of the Chamber in order to be in equal 

competitive conditions. 

 In conclusion, all Local/Foreign Surveying Companies who desire to work in Argentina have to comply 

accordingly; a matter that is strictly monitored by CADECRA. 

For more information on our chamber please visit the following website:   www.cadecra.org.ar 

    Yours faithfully 

  President             Secretary   

          Christian Soding            Laura Cornell 
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